Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a great. deal of research activity focused 011 analyzing algorithms which must compute using partial information about the problem to be solved. Much of this research effort has has focused on on-line algorithms, where the liniitation is due t o temporal constraints: the input is arriving a piece at a t,ime, and out,put must. produced before all the input arrives. The study of on-line algorithms is motivated by the fact t1ia.t ma.ny problems which arise in a wide variety of settings are inherently online (i.e., one doesn't have the luxury of being able to collect all the information about an the instance of the problem before a part,ial answer must be produced). However, part of the reason for the recent int.erest in this area. is the introduction of a.n appealing means of evaluating on-line algorithms called competitive analysis [17, 141 . The idea is to determine the quality of an on-line algorithm by comparing its performance to the performance of the optimal algorithm that can see the entire input in advance. Thus we measure what is lost by solving the problem on-line.
The work in this pa.per follows a model proposed by Deng and Papa.dimit.riou [lo] and further discussed ICSI, Berkeley by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [16] who extend the use of competitive analysis to a more general setting than on-line algorithms. They discuss settings where several "agents" combine efforts t o solve problems. The idea is that global information about a problem to be solved may be lacking due to spatial (or other) constraints. The framework suggested in [lo] is to model specific constraints in the availability of information and study the solution quality that can be obtained under these information regimes. This approach involves tedious and often ad-hoc analysis. In [16] , the information regime is determined by the input. Linear programming is considered, where each agent is responsible for a variable or a set of variables, and sees all constraints involving those variables.
We take a different approach that is suitable for the case that information is available at a price. Rather than analyzing particular constraint structures, we focus on the best constraint structure given a bound on the amount each agent communicates. We address the following questions. What is the most effective pattern of communication? To what. extent is it useful for the agent,s to communicate about, the piece of the input t.hat each holds?
The Model
We consider optimization problems in the following context: A set of agents A = { a o , a l l . . . an-l} are given an instance Z of an optimization problem. Each agent is presented with a portion of the input: a, gets input I,, where I = U, I,. We assume that the objective function is not part of the input and is known to all agents.
A strategy S for the agents is a pair (G, D ) , where G is a directed graph and D is a set of algorithms, one for each agent. We refer to G as the knowledge graph because it represents the information available to each agent: a directed edge (a, b ) in G means that agent a knows of the input portion given to agent b. Each agent's decisions are a function only of the input it knows: a set of algorithms D is valid for a knowledge graph G if the algorithm for each agent aj is a function only of I, and all Zk such that ( j , k) E E . If 
is a strategy, then D must be valid for G . In some cases, we refer to an undirected knowledge graph in which case an edge bet.ween agents a and b indicates that a and b know each other's input.
We denote by costs(I) the value of the objective function for a strategy S on input I , and we denote [3] study a problem very similar in flavor to the problems we consider here. They consider tlie number of steps necessary to broadcast a message in a. fixed network. They show bounds 011 the number of steps necessary as a function of the radius of the network graph each vertex knows. Unlike our model, t,he processors do not get t,o choose the information t.liey acquire.
There are several a.pplications to this model. \Ve mention some of them here. Parallel Programming. It, is now c1ea.r that rea.listic models of pa.ralle1 comput,at.ion must address communication overhead as well as processing time [l, 9, 11, 15, 18 . It seems easier t,o design and imare oblivious to each other as much as possible. Coordiimtion between parallel tasks requires additional progra.mining and increases communication overhead. Our work speaks to the tradeoff between tlie amount of coordinat,ion in a. parallel program and the efl'ectiveness of t,liat program in solving specific problems. Part.icularly, t,he design of syst,eni services such as bat.ch execut-ion might benefit from this analysis. High speed network nianagement. High speed networks are expected to serve a large number of users bidding for a variety of services. The a1loca.tion of network resources by a centralized net,work maimger becomes impractical under such conditions. As pointed out by [lG] , the multiple a.gents model is suitable for discussing performance degra.dation due to tlie distributed nature of network management. Specifica.lly, our results relat,e to the following questions: Network managers a.re requested to allocate virtual connect,-plement a para1 1 el pr0gra.m where the parallel tasks ing paths between pairs of sites. Each virtual circuit consumes a fixed bandwidth. What is the required capacity of network links and switches to handle the expected traffic? How does this capacity change as a function of communication among network managers? What network structures support distributed management? Large scale p l a n n i n g . The question of cooperation among communicating problem solvers is considered fundamental in distributed AI, as it addresses planning problems in a large scale system or organization that is faced with a rapidly changing environment.
See [5] for a comprehensive collection of papers in the field. The AI approach tends t o be either qualitative or experimental. Recent theoretical results [lo, 161 as well as this work focus on quantitative analysis of such problems.
Outline of Results
We consider the load balancing problem discussed in [lo] . Each agent gets a set of jobs to be executed, where the length of each job is known in advance. The agents redistribute the jobs among themselves. Their goal is to minimize the maximum load on an agent. The optimal strategy clearly divides the jobs evenly among all tlie agents, or as evenly as possible given the granularity of the job lengths.
Deng and Papadimitriou give a complete analysis of the problem of three agents scheduling jobs on two processors for all possible knowledge graphs. They also show that for an arbitrary number n of agents distributing jobs among themselves, when the agents do not communicate at all (i.e.) the knowledge graph has no edges), then there is a way for each agent to redistribute its jobs that achieves a competitive ratio of 2fi. Furthermore, for any deterministic strategy, there is a way of assigning 71 jobs of length 1 to the n agents such that some agent receives at least J;; jobs. Thus if G has no edges, then J;; 5 CG 5 2$.
We generalize their results to show that for a fixed knowledge graph G, 5 CG 5 2 m , where a ( G ) is the size of the maximum independent set of G and $ ( G ) is the size of the minimum clique cover in G.
Thus, when G is a collection of disjoint ( r + 1)-cliques, d m 5 c,. 5 2 n/(7 + 1). The factor of two As one might suspect, randomization is a very powerful tool in this setting. Deng and Papadimitriou show for the empty knowledge graph that if each agent sends each job to a random destination, then tlie competitive ratio is logn/ log log n. We show an asymptotically matching lower bound (also shown independently by Alon [a] ). Furthermore, we consider r-strategies for all r . We show asymptotically tight bounds of c, E @(log( :)/log log( :)). The lower bound holds for any distribution of r-regular graphs; i.e., even when global information available to all agents is hidden from the adversary. For example, the lower bound holds even if the agents can organize themselves into random collections of disjoint ( r + 1)-can be reduced when a r-1 the job lengths are identical.
cliques. The upper bound requires that agents which share their pieces of input can also toss common coins (but no global coins are needed).
We also consider questions that relate to virtual circuit routing. The problem is to route permutations in a network where each agent is responsible for selecting the route of a single input. The goal is to minimize the node or edge congestion. When no information is available to the agents besides their own destination assignment, this is the well-studied question of oblivious routing. If the paths for each input-output pair are precomputed by some central algorithm, we have the problem of global routingalso, a very well-understood problem. We consider routing where the available information is in the spectrum between the oblivious and the global cases. Each agent (which represents a single input vertex in the network) knows its own destination and the destinations of some of the other agents and must decide on its path using the available information. The knowledge graph represents what information is available to which agents and we determine the benefit obtained when each agent has degree at most r in the knowledge graph.
We consider N-node, degree-d networks with n input and n output nodes. We assume that the network is optimal for the required t,ask; i.e., the agents may choose the structure of the network. For that reason, we do not give a competitive analysis but a worst case analysis. We show an r-strategy for routing i n a logn-dimensional Benb network 
Load Balancing
( log(+) ) Each agent decides determinist.ically where t.o send its jobs based on the set of jobs it has and the set of jobs each of its neighbors in the knowledge graph has. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1 6 5 c, 5 2 f i
Let O(G) be the size of the minimum clique cover for a graph G and a ( G ) the size of the maximum independent set of G. 
Suppose that agent j gets assigned jobs whose length sums to T. Let ij be the number that satisfies dij 5 j < d(ij + 1) and t,.be t ( j , i j -i (mod m)). Let TI = E2-l ti, and T 2 = CiZJ;;;ti. Then T = TI + Tz 5 2max{T1,T2}. The optimal strategy sends at least niaxo<i<J;;;t, -jobs to some agent,
The total length of all the jobs in the system is at least
Thus, the optimal solution sends jobs of length at least Remark.The upper bound can be improved to 6 when all the job lengths are the same. When the jobs lengths are not the same, it is an NP-hard problem to divide a set of jobs into at most n groups so as to minimize the maximum total length in any group. However, the greedy algorithm which assigns each job in turn to the group with minimum total length comes within a factor of 2 of the optimal solution [12] . Thus the above upper bound can be achieved by polynomial time bounded agents with an extra factor of 2 in the ratio.
Proof of Theorem 1. The lower bound follows from the fact that any graph with maximum degree r has an independent set of size at least n / ( r + 1) (the greedy algorithm finds such a set). For the upper bound, partition the set of agents into disjoint subsets of size r + 1 each. The proof will appear in tlie full version of the paper.
We show the following upper bound on randomized strategies.
Theorem 4 There are raiidoniited load balancing rsirategies for all n, r with a comoetitive ratio in Proof. Let m = [: I. Tlie knowledge graph we use is a set of m disjoint r-cliques. We assume that the agents within a clique know the set of jobs assigned to tlie other agents in the cliques as well as their random bits. Thus, each clique operates as a single agent.
Each agent will be indexed by a pair (i, j) where 0 5 i m -1 and 0 5 j 5 r -1. i indicates tlie clique to which the agent belongs and j indicates the place within tlie clique.
Each clique cI divides its tasks into at most 77 groups such that the maximum length of a group's tasks is minimized. Then it sorts the groups in decreasing order of length. Each group will be indexed . . , m -1 ) uni E ormly a t random. Then for all to agent (k,j).
Denote the optimal cost for this instance by O P T . Denote the cost due to tlie distributed algorithm by the random variable D. We Tl/m. We claim two facts:
The theorem follows from the two claims because
To prove the first claim, observe that in the first problem each clique divides the jobs into groups so as to minimize the maximum length of the jobs in any group. So the length of the jobs in any group is a lower bound on the optimal solution. The second part of the "ax' in claim 1 follows from
To see tlie second claim, observe the discrepancy disc in the optimal solution. The discrepancy is the difference between the maximum load on an agent and tlie minimum load on an agent. Clearly, disc 5 MAX.
Since (TI + Tz + m . disc)/m is an upper bound on the optimal cost, the claim follows.
Theorem 4 is tight up to a constant factor, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 5 If 4% -0 as n -+ 00, then for every sufficiently large n and f o r r = r(n), the competitive ratio of every randomized load balancing r-strategy on n agents is at least A ,Ji$g74). we show a probability distribution over inputs which beats every deterministic algorithm. This distribution is such that every agent receives d jobs with probability p and 0 jobs otherwise. We use d = and
The expected cost of the optimal algorithm is at most 8e. Let ,f3 = log(f)/loglog(:).
Our goal is to show that the expected cost of any deterministic rstrategy is in n(/3 . 
formula as follows.
We can estimate p ( k ; A ) for large k using Stirling's 1 p ( k , 1) = -for some constant a.
for sufficiently large n this is lower bounded by i. Thus we have to prove that the number of k-sets S such that V ( X ) is an independent set is at least l / e times the number of k-sets such that V ( X ) is an independent set. We do this by picking X at random 
-P r o b [ Z k ] .
Consider the following n by n bipartite graph H . There is an edge between a vertex z on the left and a vertex y on the right for every job that agent x sends to agent y when agent x is isolated. There is an edge from vertex z on the left to vertex z on the right for every job that x keeps when 3: is isolated. Note that the degree of a left node i n H is exactly d . If Therefore, the expected number of jobs that v get is To each vertex v that belongs to such a set, we assign it a weight W, which is equal to the multiplicity of its edge to its adjacent right vertex in H'. Since we have removed the vertices incident to edges of high multiplicity, the weight of any vertex is a t most p.
their neighborhood sets do not intersect. 
Prob[S is isolated I El 2 Prob[X is isolated]/2e.
The event that X is isohted is equivalent to the fact that X is chosen and N(X) is not chosen. Therefore,
Prob[X is isolated]
= (:)Ix'
we have that
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. 
where the last inequality holds for sufficiently large
Thus, E[max{a,}] 2 (1 -e$)(P/4) 2 p/300.
Recalling that the expected optimal cost is at most $ e , the theorem follows.
Routing
We show n(log n + log r)-node networks with n input nodes where a maximum edge congestion of fi ca.n be guaranteed by a particular r-strategy. Theorem 14 proves this to be at the least nearly optimal.
Theorem 12
Divide all the anput nodes into groups of r coiisecutive nodes. If each agent knows the destiiiatioiis of the other input nodes i n its group then we cnii route any 12 x 12 permutation on an n(1og n+log r ) -node iielruork with maximum edge congestion 8.
Proof. The network is derived from the BenEs network. We take the first log(n/r)/2 levels of a logndimensional Ben& network, then the middle 2 log r levels of that network, then the next Iog(n/r)/2 levels. As with global routing on a Benb network, the bound on edge congestion is guaranteed even if there are tswo inputs for each input node and two outputs for each destination. In the proof, we trace the selection of each path by describing the motion of a "packet" that moves along the path.
In every level, number ea.ch node from top to bottom 0, 1, . . . , 11 -1. The nodes i n each level are divided into P groups of r nodes.
For t,he first log(iz/r)/2 levels, each input picks the greedy path, based on the first Iog(n/r)/2 bits of the destination.
At this point, each packet reaches a place which differs with its input in only the first log(n/r)/2 bits. There are logr-dimensional Ben& networks in the middle. The source nodes of each such subnetwork (i.e., the nodes at level log(n/r)/2 + 1 of the whole network) receive packets from at most fl different groups. Furthermore, the place of each packet within its group has not changed (that is, the place of each packet agrees with its source in the last logr bits). Thus, each node has a t most two packets from each group. Now we will use the next 2 l o g r levels to route within each r x r network according to the last r bits of the destination. (to be explained later) .
Afterwards, the place of each packet corresponds with its destination in the first log(n/r)/2 bits and the last logr bits. If the bits are numbered from left to right, then the place of a packet can only disagree with its destination in bits log n / r + 1 through log n / r .
Thus, there are a t most fl packets per node. Each packet then takes tlie greedy path to its destination. The congestion never exceeds n / r , since a t each succreases by a factor of two. So far, everything specified about the paths can be determined by each source node without any extra information besides the destination of its own inputs.
Now we have to explain how to do the routing in the middle r x r subnetworks. Now source and destznation. refer to the source and destination within the I-x r network. We are guaranteed that, for any such subnetwork, we only have fl groups routing simultaneously on that subnetwork. There are at most two packets per source from any single group. There are a t most fi packets per destination from all groups. So we just have to show that we can route the packets in that way. Well, make a bipartite graph -left vertices represent sources, right vertices represent destinations. An edge from a left vertex to a right vertex, represents a packet routed from that source to that destination. The degree of each vertex on the left is two. The edges can be colored red and blue so that every vertex has half its edges red and half blue. The red edges represent paths through the upper subnetwork and the blue edges represent paths through the lower one. To see that the coloring of the edges can be done, split every vertex on the right with degree higher than two into vertices of degree two and at most one of degree one. Now combine pairs of degree one vertices so that the graph is 2-regular. By Hall's Theorem, the edges can be colored so that every vertex is incident to a red and a blue edge. Each node will be numbered by a pair ( i , j ) , where i represents tlie name of the clique the node is in and j represents the name of tlie node within tlie clique. If there exists a good node w that is assigned to at least logt paths of each of at least logt different colors, then tlie probability that w is at least logt congested is at least T.
Otherwise, tlie assignment of V ( C , D ) has the following property. For every clique C either Ecw = 0, We want to lower bound the probability that h cliques "hit" U ] for some h < logt. Each hit corresponds to some clique C such that Ecw 2 y. There are at least log2 cliques D such that w is in V ( C , D ) . A hit by C removes one destinations clique D from tlie list of possible destinations of other source cliques. Consider tlie conditional expectation of the number of pa.ths from sources in C that pass through w, conditioned upon up to h other source cliques having hit w . By tlie above arguments, this conditional expectation is at Iea.st + .
We use tlie following probabilistic lemma, due to Borodin et al. [8] . I n our case, 6 = 11/4N, a = l / t , b = ((d + 1 log2 t + i * log/)/t. Therefore, the condition required is that di.+ r? 5 n'/N log4 11. Since r 5 condition is that d r 5 11?/2N log4 11 According to the lemma, the probability that node w is 2(c+~;)f&lologf congested is at least 1/& 2 l o g t / t . Now we have to show that this bound holds for the next t' = & nodes like w that we consider. The basic point here is that if fewer than 2' nodes are not congested, then this constrains (1'-l)(log t / loglogt) source cliques to their destination cliques. Even if we remove the traffic from these source-destination pairs, the total expected congestion remains Q ( n ) . There are still Q(n/ logn) good nodes, where "good" is defined in terms of the rem ai n i n g congest ion.
Now, consider the case where r > ,/z. Execute tlie following procedure. Find a good node that is hit by a single color a t least logt times. Remove the node and color and repeat. If a t least t / 2 such nodes are found, then since the probability of each such node to be a t least log2 congested is at least l/t, there is a constant probability that the congestion in at least one of the nodes will be at least l o g t . Otherwise, we have removed a.t most t/2 5 d m / 2 good nodes and 2/2 colors, and tlie remaining good nodes have the property t.1ia.t no remaining color hits them more than logt tsimes, so, for each such node tu, 5 ~c~ 5 (d+1)llog2 t , and the previous argument,s IioItI under the assumption t,Iiat civ 5 n ? /~ log'? 11. m
In tlie above proof, tlie permutation depends on t,he r-cliques. Assuming that. dr3 < n / log3 11. \ \ ' e call show t.liat t.he lower bound i n fact Folds even when t.he agents can organize t, henisel ves i ti to ran doni is-c I iq ues.
The proof will appea.r i n the full version of t.he pa.per.
